Facets of Insurance @ ERGO Düsseldorf
December 2-3, 2021

Are you interested in...

...learning about the current actuarial science research on different aspects of Life and Non-Life Insurance and how these topics influence the work of industry professionals at ERGO?

...finding out how you can benefit from the cooperation with TUM through ERGO Center of Excellence in Insurance, e.g. by writing a Master’s Thesis on an interesting problem with a real-world application?

...visiting ERGO headquarters in Düsseldorf and networking with ERGO professionals?

...discussing your experiences and future plans in different fields of insurance?

Apply: Please send an email including your CV and transcript to experience.m13.ma@tum.de until 31.10.2021.

Workshop Description

Inspiring keynotes by Prof. Dr. Torsten Kleinow (Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh) and Prof. Dr. Axel Bücher (HHU Düsseldorf) will highlight current and future perspectives regarding life and non-life insurance respectively.

ERGO professionals will present actuarial methods and solutions currently used in different areas of insurance practice.

Graduate students and doctoral candidates from the Technical University of Munich will provide an insight into their research on problems in Life and Non-Life Insurance.

A mixed audience from academia and practice guarantees interesting discussions of the presented topics.

The supporting programme offers an opportunity for networking in a casual environment and getting to know the city of Düsseldorf.

The workshop including travel and accommodation expenses will be sponsored by ERGO Center of Excellence in Insurance. Departure from Munich Central Station to Düsseldorf will be on December 1 in the afternoon.